CAUTION: CHILDREN OR PETS TO PLAY WITH THE BAIT STATIONS.
SEE PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS ON SIDE PANEL

TOTAL NET WT 0.49 OZ (14g)

ACTIVE INGREDIENT: Fipronil†
OTHER INGREDIENTS: 99.97%

EPA Reg. No. 64240-34 EPA Est. No. 85632-KOR-001
MADE IN KOREA

STATEMENTS ON SIDE PANEL
SEE PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS ON SIDE PANEL

HOW COMBAT WORKS: COMO FUNCIONA:

1. Break baits apart from plastic frame.
2. Place baits properly about 1½ feet away from each other. Place any remaining baits in likely roach hiding places, as shown in the diagrams above.
3. Replace all 8 baits every 3 months, or sooner if roaches return.

DISPOSAL: If empty:
STORAGE:

If partially filled:
Call your local nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Offer for recycling, if available. If recycling is not available, place in trash.

DISPOSAL: If empty:
STORAGE:

Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet.

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS.
IT IS A VIOLATION OF FEDERAL LAW TO USE THIS PRODUCT IN A MANNER INCONSISTENT WITH ITS LABELING.

IN A MANNER INCONSISTENT WITH ITS LABELING.

R2 WORKS: COMO FUNCIONA:

STARTS KILLING IN HOURS MADE IN KOREA
TOTAL NET WT 0.49 OZ (14g)

8 CHILD-RESISTANT CAPS INCORPORATED IN CONFORMITY WITH CALIFORNIA LAW 2016-66

COMBAT® Source Kill Max R2
LARGE ROACH

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN OR PETS TO PLAY WITH THE BAIT STATIONS.

PRECAUCIÓN: JUEGUEN CON LAS ESTACIONES DE CEBO.

TOTAL: 100.00%
**PRECAUTIONS:**

- Do not allow children or pets to play with the bait stations.
- See precautionary statements on side panel.

**CAUTION:**

- Do not eat, drink, chew gum, use tobacco, or go to the toilet while handling bait stations.
- Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet.

**HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS:**

- Do not use sprays or foggers around walls and corners.

**STATEMENTS ON SIDE PANEL:**

- The distinctive design and elements of this package are proprietary and owned by The Dial Corporation, A Henkel Company.

** команда поддержки:**

- COMBAT INFORMATION HELPLINE: 1-800-426-6228.

**STORAGE:**

- Store in cool, dry area out of reach of children.

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:**

- Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Offer for recycling, if available. If recycling is not available, place in trash.

- Envase semi-vacío: Límite de Ayuda Combat 1-800-426-6228 for information.

**TOTAL NET WT 0.49 OZ (14g )**

**OTHER INGREDIENTS:**

- 99.97%

**ACTIVE INGREDIENT:**

- Fipronil† 0.03%

---

**The distinctive design and elements of this package are proprietary and owned by The Dial Corporation, A Henkel Company.**
CAUTION/PRECAUCIÓN: DISPOSAL: If empty:
Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill
this container. Offer for recycling, if available. If recycling is not available, place in trash.
If partially filled:
Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor
or outdoor drain.
Questions or Comments? Call toll free 1-800-426-6228.
Para preguntas o comentarios? Llamar al 1-800-426-6228.
Distributed by & ©2013 Combat Insect Control Systems
Scottsdale, Arizona 85255        MADE IN KOREA
NET WT 0.06 oz (1.75g)
EPA Reg. No. 64240-34
EPA Est. No. 85632-KOR-001
CO-5-UA-07/1767053
FOR LARGE ROACHES
SEE OUTER CARTON FOR COMPLETE DIRECTIONS AND PRECAUTIONS.
LEER EL CARTÓN DE AFUERA PARA INSTRUCCIONES DE USO Y PRECAUCIONES.

Combat SK Max Large Roach Baits 8ct Universal Label
CO-5-UA-07